EMERGENCY FUND
SLP Faced With Uncertain Future

Since announcing that the Socialist Labor Party is faced with a serious financial crisis, many of our supporters have responded with a generosity that provides eloquent testimony to the depth of their concern. What our friends have accomplished is to eliminate the monthly deficits that had been gnawing away at the SLP's cash reserves for several years—not the deficit for the entire year, which is our goal, but for the months of October-December.

For that reason it is difficult having to report that even though the financial situation has not worsened, neither has it improved. Last month, when launching the SLP Emergency Fund, we stated that substantially more progress toward meeting our goal of restoring the SLP's cash reserves to their Jan. 1, 2001, level had to be made or it would soon become necessary to make certain decisions. Suspending The People, for example, is one of the painful decisions that we would prefer not to make. Another that we cannot avoid is the need to discharge our small staff and to start on the work it will take to close down the national offices of the SLP on the theory that without a staff a headquarters would become pointless.

Painful as those decisions would be to make, they cannot be postponed beyond June 1, which will leave us with only three months to do all the things that shutting down the national offices would involve.

Those decisions have not been made, and will not be made, unless it becomes apparent that the backing and support needed to keep The People in print and the offices open is not likely to materialize. To repeat, however, those decisions must be made, one way or the other, by June 1.

Technically, the date for reaching the goal set for the SLP Emergency Fund is Aug. 31. Realistically, however, we must either have reached that goal or be within striking distance of it by the end of May. "If the goal is not met by Aug. 31 the date on which the lease on the party's national offices expires. However, the SLP must have the funds needed to renew the lease or to negotiate a new one at some new location long before then because that new lease would not be made, unless it becomes apparent that the backing and support needed to keep our headquarters and support from supposedly sympathetic public officials, Lucent sold MVW to Selectron, another telecommunications manufacturer. The result was that only 288 workers got to keep their jobs. Some 400 workers were kept on temporarily by Lucent but just until the remaining work could be moved overseas.

And what conclusion did the secretary of CWA Local 1365 draw from this? Lucent was merely changing its business strategy. Many of the workers came to work with no work to do. The People
A film from several years ago depicted a president who tried to divert attention from a sexual escapade by creating a war and whipping up a wave of patriotic sentiment. It was called Wag the Dog, an analogous mockery of a dog's body being wagged by its tail. The current "war on terrorism" is conveniently serving a similar purpose by diverting attention from the present moment across the country and in President Bush's home state.

"States," (Dec. 20)

Tennessee returned a 36-count indictment charging Tyson Foods for alleged violations of the Clean Water Act in relation to the dredging of the Tennessee River in New York State. GE had initiated a costly lobbying and advertising campaign against the dredging, saying that it would cost the company at least $460 million over the years, and perhaps much more. The EPA will eventually, during the dredging process, set water standards, but in consultation with the communities along the river. The design phase of the dredging process may take five years. Special plants to sift water from the dredged mud will also be a vital part of the project. What will happen to the 2,656,789 tons of mud? It will be disposed of. But once it is removed and where it will be temporarily stored and where its final resting place will be must also be carefully worked out. The whole dredging project may take ten years.

The estimated $460 million cost, though heavy, was not GE's only objection to the project. For the company has an estimat ed 83 Superfund sites in other areas of the country that would eventually also come under clean-up requirements. GE would thus be exceptionally hard hit financially if required to remove all this additional pollution. Such a burden would not only deplete the company's coffers considerably, but would drive the price of its stock down and result in the flight of many of its investors. It is the company's "green line," its financial well-being, and the enormous wealth of its leading management personnel rather than any social responsibility that is obviously of primary concern to capitalists. This very publically explains General Electric's 25-year drive to avoid undoing the damage it has done to humans, to "wetlands," and to earth and water by boldly polluting the environment.

The indictment also charges that Tyson Foods frequently forces the undocumented workers to live and work in unhygienic conditions, thus becoming "disposable inventory," and that the company's "image," and perhaps some fines will have to be paid. What of it? The crimes Tyson Foods and some of its officials are accused of are widespread among capitalists. Agricapitalists, industrial capitalists, capitalists of all shapes and sizes, are caught, paying a fine and throwing a few corporate bureaucrats to the wolves is part of the "cost of doing business." It is a small price to pay to keep the profits rolling in. So much for the theory that the "rule of (capitalist) law" protects workers from the state's repressive measures, but everything else too. It subsists in a permanent state of crisis and destruction. Now it must be replaced by the socialist reconstruction of society.

(Taken from page 1)

Lucent's "employees" is just another word for "disposable inventory," he wrote. "In this world of corporate terrorism" on workers, we are simply collating data in a game of high-stakes business strategies where human life, families and communities are of no consideration. And until we organize all our human resources in every factory, plant, factory and location we will forever be the victims. In the end our victory will be a union recognition victory that we carry across all the lands."

In short, the conclusion drawn by the secretary of Local 1365, CWA, is that the safety of the workers depends on being "recognized" by "monsters" and "corporate terrorists!"

The fox "recognizes" the chicken for what she is, but even the chickens sense enough to know there is no safety for chickens in being "recognized" by the fox. No wonder the chicken is in ruins. The Socialist Labor Party also calls upon workers to organize, but not to cuddle up to the "monsters" and "terrorists" who use them up and spit out their bones as it suits them. Rather, the SLP calls on workers to organize into class-conscious Socialist Industrial Unions, not simply to protect themselves from the encroachments of capitalist "monsters" and "terrorists," but to overthrow the system that makes them expendable. We call on the workers to establish a socialist society, where the exploitation of human labor, involuntary unemployment, poverty and war will become things of the past. Study the program and principles of the SLP, and if you find that you agree with us, join us in our fight to establish a sane society.
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Arianna Huffington, a syndicated columnist of Tribune Media Services, recently chastised pharmaceutical capitalists for opportunistically renouncing the manufacture and giving Bristol-Meyers “resources of that sort could expose the United States in the lead—that now denounce as sinister alien threats. From nuclear weapons to poisonous chemical and biological agents, it was the major imperialist powers that conducted the research and development that produced these instruments of mass destruction. The United States, the former Soviet Union, Great Britain and France created the instruments that could extinguish all life on the planet.

Anthrax development is a case in point. Although the United States officially renounced the manufacture and use of biological weapons in 1989, apparently a considerable amount of funding has been going on. The United States’ Dugway Proving Ground in Utah had been turning “small quantities of wet anthrax into powder to test ways to defend against biowarfare” until 1998. (The New York Times, Dec. 13)

Dugway officials have been evasive about powdered anthrax production at the Utah facility. Straightforward revelations of that sort could expose the United States to accusations of violating a 1972 worldwide agreement that bans the production of biological weapons.

According to The New York Times, however, one scientist told a group of military officials in 1999 that he taught personnel at Dugway how to produce powdered anthrax from wet anthrax in 1998. The scientist, William C. Patrick III, told the officers that he “made about a pound of material in less than a day.” “It’s a good product,” he boasted. How many pounds were there? How many tons? How many hundreds of tons did Patrick and his Dugway pupils generate those fears. We speak of government, of the capitalist state, of the weapons it believed would guarantee its hegemony. Capitalism, however, has failed to keep these deadly genies in their bottles. Through espionage, weapons sales and other avenues, capitalism and its political state create the problem of arms proliferation that they cannot solve. Both are a menace to life on Earth.

Ms. Huffington may not see that, and that’s to be regretted. Fortunately, however, her argument doesn’t depend on her. It depends on the working class. It is not enough to express the hope that the government will not stand idly by while corporations take advantage of tragedies and conditions that the capitalist system creates. Indeed, the government does not stand idly by. The political state is an instrument of class rule, and if the working class continues to tolerate class rule it will live in a world beset by increasing-torture and indomitable dangers to themselves and to generations yet to come.

By B.B.

Both the industry and the opportunism of capitalists know no bounds. New York City wholesale merchants immediately saw a golden opportunity for profit from the World Trade Center disaster. On Sept. 12, the day after the attack, they began designing Tweed Tower brooches and lapel pins, patriotic American flag pins, Never Forget” pins, American flag pins, and NYPD and FDNY logos for the government to accommodate the maniacal demand for patriotic souvenirs. While profit is the thought, and feelings of the earnest people. Calling that a "few" is no help. Senator Ted Kennedy has been six years in its grave.

What is "a few"? The Times helps those who may have trouble with the equation: "There are 454 grams in a pound." That is a few too many to "no more than a few" when remembering that about two grams, the amount sent to Sen. Daschle, can "infect millions of people" if effectively dispersed. The government has shared its supply of the Ames strain of anthrax with other nations, including the Amersham International Laboratory in Washington and a sister lab, the Naval Medical Research Center. Other institutions have done similar work. The Battelle Memorial Institute, an Ohio military contractor, developed "benign substances similar to anthrax to mimic Soviet efforts to create small bombs that could emit clouds of lethal germs," according to The New York Times. That effort began in 1987, the Times noted, and was part of a security program.

By then, of course, the Soviet Union had been six years in its grave.

One capitalist hand washes the other. At the same time, the government and New York police who lost their lives in their rescue and sent the designs off to their suppliers. After anything for profit from the World Trade Center disaster. On Sept. 12, the day after the attack, they began designing Tweed Tower brooches and lapel pins, patriotic American flag pins, and NYPD and FDNY logos for the logos of the local baseball teams that their caps generally carried. Needless to say, business is booming! There are thousands of New York and New Jersey residents who are seeking to show their patriotism, defy the terrorists, and honor the dead workers, and display their solidarity with the firefighters and police who lost their lives in their rescue work at the World Trade Center. It is these prospective customers that the merchants are eagerly targeting.

In fairness, it ought to be mentioned that a few of these “candy store” operators have contributed a portion of their profits from the sale of these items to aid the families who have lost their workers. Unfortunately, that is not the general sentiment. One souvenir merchant remarked frankly of some store owners that "a lot of people have chosen to take advantage of people’s suffering." Some might wonder why most of these items, including American flags, are made in Asia rather than in the United States. It all has to do with profit, of course. Costs are minimal and workers are more oppressed.

Capitalists thus can make greater and greater profits by keeping production costs down through the use of the latest in automation. Despite various claims to the contrary, whatever price the market will bear. It would be interesting to contemplate the thoughts and feelings of the earnest and grieving American patriots when they learned that the flag they were waving and the wave flag in their lapses were made in Asia rather than in the United States.
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When the Ford Motor Co. recently announced that it plans to close several production plants over the next few years, Canada's Auto Workers President Buzz Hargrove responded with the lament: “The only weapon workers have... in bargaining is our right to withhold labor.”

Hargrove was right, and the reason he was right is that the CWA and the United Auto Workers on this side of the border have gotten everything else wrong. Ridding itself of labor is precisely what Ford is after.

Meanwhile, which plans to close a van production plant in Ontario, and General Motors, with similar plans to shut down a sports car plant in Quebec, have announced that their companies also have named two assembly plants and two parts production plants in the U.S. as part of their labor-shedding plan.

**Conditions cry out for a strong, organized, working-class response to layoffs and the accelerated capitalist-class attack on workers’ wages and working conditions that will come with them.**

“Withholding our labor,” as in a strike, is hardly a maneuver that would do the workers affected any favors in certain circumstances. By stating that withholding labor was the only weapon the unions have to wield, Hargrove was uttering words that to say the unions are utterly helpless and useless to help either themselves or the workers who rely on them in coming to grips with the moves that the auto companies have announced.

Did we say that the unions are helpless to help themselves? Strike that! Those who have helped themselves keep the same number of dues-paying “brothers” and “sisters” on the rolls, but that’s no reason to throw out the worker after the bath water.

Indeed, the UAW is already ensniling itself with the thought that once Ford gets to close its plants. Those who have voted to keep the remaining workers will still be there to keep the UAW sells off, though perhaps not on such a grand scale.

Procapitalist union leaders are the only creatures on earth who use the same tone of voice to call a retreat as they would to call a charge. Men in graft and aggressive tones, UAW President Stephen P. Yokich asserted that the union’s contract with Ford would require the company to “plan its restructuring in a way that respects the seniority rights...of UAW-Ford workers.”

It is most that can be said for Mr. Yokich that it slices, divides and the divides the workers against each other in yet another way, and that the UAW has no intentions of standing up for its less fortunate “brothers” and “sisters” about to get the ax.

Job security cannot exist under capitalism because the profit motive and competition compel capitalists to continually reduce the labor time needed to produce commodities. Accelerations, speedups and other efficiency measures displace labor and enable fewer workers to produce more commodities. Older plants must be closed to meet the way for newer more efficient production. Accept capitalism and all this must be accepted.

Because production in a socialist society will be carried on not for profit but to satisfy human wants and needs, automation and other efficiency measures will not mean unemployment and hardship, but a higher living standard for all and more leisure time with which to enjoy it. CWA President Hargrove was right when he said that the only weapon the unions have is to withhold the labor of the workers who belong to the union. The workers, however, have a much more powerful weapon at their disposal.

The weapon is their combined strength as a class. To wield that strength, to forge it into an irresistible force, they must form a bond that will not allow them to stand by when some workers are sacrificed on the altar of profit while others are granted the “privilege” of keeping their jobs and living in fear of the next round of layoffs.

They must adopt and live by the principle that an injury to one is an injury to all, and to organize themselves in the only open way to elevate that principle from an idle sentiment into a living force.

Conditions cry out for a strong, organized working-class response to layoffs and the accelerated capitalist-class attack on workers’ wages and working conditions that will come with them.

To win the struggle for socialist freedom requires enormous efforts of organization and other efficiency measures. Socialism does not mean government or state ownership. It does not mean a state hierarchy, but socialism is the collective ownership by all the people of the factories, mills, mines, railroads, land and all other instruments of production. Socialism means production to satisfy human needs, not, as under capitalism, for sale and profit. Socialism means the overthrow of state and management and the service of the workers through a democratic government based on their nationwide economic organization.

Under socialism, all authority will originate from the workers, the union, a local and national council of their industry or service—and to a central congress representing all the industries and services. This all-industrial congress will plan and coordinate production in all areas of the economy. All persons elected to any post in the socialist government will be directly accountable to the rank and file. They will be subject to removal at any time that a majority of those who elected them decide it is necessary.

Such a system would make possible the basic freedoms of speech and freedom. It would be a society based on the most primary freedom—economic freedom.

For individuals, socialism means an end to economic insecurity and exploitation. It means workers direct control over what is produced and sold on the market and forced to work as appendages to tools owned by someone else. It means a chance to develop all individual capacities and potentials within a free community of free individuals.

Socialism does not mean government or state ownership. It does not mean a state bureaucracy as in the former Soviet Union or China, with the working class suppressed by a powerful bureaucratic class. Socialism means direct democracy without democratic rights. It does not mean “nationalization,” or “labor-management boards,” or state capitalism of any kind. It means a complete end to all capitalist social relations.

To win the struggle for socialist freedom requires enormous efforts of organization and educational work. It requires building a political party of socialism to contest the power of the capitalist class on the political field and to educate the majority of workers about the need for socialism. It requires building Socialist Industrial Unions to unite all workers in a classconscious industrial force and to prepare them to take the tools of production.

You are needed in the ranks of Socialists fighting for a better world. Find out more about the program and work of the Socialist Labor Party and join us to help bring the promise of such a society to life.
In 1911, mill owners in the broadside industry in Paterson, N.J., began to introduce the four-loom system in place of the two-loom system that had been in use for many years. This change was the result of a movement that had been gathering strength for some time. The lead in the four-loom direction was taken by Henry Doherty, who also took the precaution of inviting the American Federation of Labor (AFL) to “organize” his mill on condition that it discriminate against the workers to accept “arbitration” as the means of settling disputes.

The UTWA accepted Doherty’s condition. When the weavers began to introduce the four-loom system, in January 1911, they were stopped on the first day by the local. Finally, disgusted with the union and the arbitration system, the silk weavers turned to direct action. Twenty hundred of them struck. The strike eventuated in 4,000–5,000 workers in mills in and around Paterson, and it spread to milling communities in New Jersey and in New York City. The first mass meeting of the armed and dangerous workers was in the Hotel Majestic in Paterson. The strike of 1911–1912 was the fiercest competition emanated. (Continued on page 7)

The Paterson Silk Workers’ Strikes of 1911–1912

Strike in Paterson

INSPIRING ACTION OF SILK WEAVERS—LOCAL OF UNITE D TEXTILE WORKERS DUMP FAKERS OVERBOARD AND ORGANIZE IWW LOCAL

Craft Unionism Indicted—‘The Golden Rule’ at Work

(industrial union News, Feb. 1913)

For over 12 weeks 200 weavers employed by the Henry Doherty Silk Co. have been valiantly fighting against a four-loom system which has been gradually introducing its silk mills in Paterson and Lakeview (a sub-division of Paterson). A four-loom system means that one weaver shall operate four looms, whereas two looms and no more have heretofore been the rule in the Paterson mills for one weaver. But the pockets of the silk capitalists crept for greater profits are the foremost consideration entertained to double the number of looms upon each worker without even increasing the wages to appreciate any change in working conditions. The four-loom system was at first introduced in the Paterson mill of the Henry Doherty Silk Co. The four-loom system was set by the firm at a weekly wage of $13 or $14, which was a reduction of about 25 percent of the wages of the weavers employed by the Henry Doherty Silk Co. The local independent of the Paterson Strike Committee of the Industrial Union News, of the neighboring city of Passaic as third great center of weaving and create a rough house, standing the storm broke. The loom-fixers and warpers attended in a body, accompanied by their paid business agents, Thomas Morgan and Jim Star. This must have frightened the loom-fixers and warpers (the chief object of the strike at the head of the strike. They excused themselves, held mass meetings, the attendance of which has contributed $25 weekly to the support of any union, having severed their connection with the local by the fact that they would have starved to death had they not been able to make themselves evident to the fact that they had taken the winders on their payroll, caused them to return to the mills.

Here we have the same motives that have influenced so many craft unions in the past to act contrary to the best interests of the working class—fear of losing control of the jobs and solicited for their precious treasures. At the end of the four-loom system the mill owners began to renege on their agreements. Most of the support came from the unorganized workers of the city; from locals of the Workers’ Cooperative Association; from branches of the Workmen’s Circle and other lodges and from the Purity Cooperative Association, a baking con-}
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For workers, the solution to capitalism's contradictions and crises is a social revolution that will sweep away the capitalist relations of production and establish working-class ownership and control of the means of life.
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from manufacturers, but from the working class does the IWW sue for recognition. They decided to ignore the IWW—perhaps in recognition of the Paterson IWW weavers who ignored their decision upon union on which a victory cannot be turned into a defeat; upon ground that protection against AFL sellouts; upon ground on which no future exclusions, except such as their own initiative might forge, can be forged against them.

The sun rises upon the face of this country, and bears the same stamp of season to season, the same kind of weather, the same kind of laws, the same kind of taxes, the same kind of perseverance, the same kind of work. And in this connection, the IWW is the one, the IWW is the one. It has the effrontery to meddle with education.

*An allusion to the 1925 Scopes “monkey trial” at Dayton, Tenn., between Henry Drummond, a local public school teacher, was convicted of violat- ing a state law that prohibited the teaching of the Darwinian theory of evolution in public schools.

**Morris Hillquit (1869–1933) was a socialist leader and labor organizer. He was a member of the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) and published the Worker, a socialist newspaper. Hillquit is known for his advocacy of direct action and for his role in the labor movement.
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BAJA BATTLE

Indigenous Mexicans Fight for Housing

By David Bacon

ENSENADA, BAJA CALIFORNIA—Mexican President Vicente Fox won election in part because he promised, in the wake of the Zapatista rebellion, a new era of respect for the rights of indigenous communities. But his own National Action Party, which has governed the Mexican state of Baja California for almost two decades, stands accused of treating indigenous communities as a source of cheap labor for its big ranchers and arresting activists when they demand basic housing and government services.

The fight is not just in Mexico. Because tens of thousands of workers from the indigenous communities of the southern Mexican state of Oaxaca make the 1,500-mile trip from Mexico to California, protest against Baja authori-
ties is coming from this side of the border too. In the northern Mexican state, indigenous workers in Baja California pick the tomatoes and strawberries found in U.S. markets in early spring. Throughout desert valleys, many landless migrant families who come to harvest the fields are squatting on federal land, trying to build permanent homes. Housing is simply not available, they say, for all the indigenous Mixtecs, Zapotecs and Triquis who arrive to make up Baja California’s agricultural workforce. Police have jailed two of the state’s best-known organizers of the migrant farmworkers, deeming them threats to order, and, with some secured fines; and Sections 4 and 5 simply round up the measure in the usual way. Has this attempt of the obscurantists to deport to Tennessee-ize the antievolution bill, says Gulf Baja’s Andrew Sandoval, “is simply to impose a subservient pattern of behavior on the workers, which tends to be injurious to their personalities.” But under socialism the element of subservience will disappear. In the first place, the rules and regulations will not be arbitrarily imposed by a master; they will be drafted by workers themselves, democratically, and with the understanding that obedience to such rules and regulations is essential for the proper and collective purpose. Perhaps the workers will collectively prescribe penalties for infractions of the rules. Possibly they will find this unnecessary. But if it is necessary, they will do it. Moreover, since the workers are collectively affected by infractions, they will make sure that the rules are enforced and the penalties, if any, are applied. In other words, socialism is not anarchy. It is order and efficiency for the common good of producing the greatest possible abundance and eliminating all unnecessary sacrifice. How far could or would democratical-}

Fundamentalism in Minnesota

(Wilkie, People, Feb. 5, 1927)

Gerald R. Winrod, a fundamentalist from the enlightened State of Kansas, came to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of Dodge City gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, says Ralph S. Bixler, a Baptist Church of that city, that “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recognized in the enlightened State of Kansas, comes to Minnesota and at the First Baptist Church of that city gave a public reading to the antievolution bill, said Bixler, “there is recog...